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Int. J. Middle East Stud. 27 (1995), 39-52. Printed in the United States of America

Jane Hathaway

THE
IN

MILITARY
OTTOMAN

HOUSEHOLD
EGYPT

For over 350 years, Egypt was the largest province of the Ottoman Empire, which
had captured it from the Mamluk sultanate in 1517. It is well known that the Ottomans retained key Mamluk usages, above all in subprovincial administration, and
that a numberof the defeated Mamluks who were willing to cooperate with the new
regime were allowed to join the Ottoman administration.In consequence, a number
of practices of the Mamluk sultanate survived the Ottoman conquest. Critical administrative offices such as those of pilgrimage commander(amir al-hajj), treasurer
(daftardar), and deliverer of the annual tribute to Istanbul (khaznadCr)were analogous to offices of the Mamluk sultanate, and the grandees whom the Ottomans installed in these offices were analogous to the Mamluk amirs of the sultanate.1Above
all, the practice of recruiting boys and young men from the Caucasus as military
slaves, or mamluks, and training them as soldiers in households geared to that purpose appearsnot only to have survived but to have flourished in OttomanEgypt. By
the time of Bonaparte's invasion of Egypt in 1798, in fact, the province's military
elite was dominated by Caucasian, and above all Georgian, mamluks.2In the face
of such apparentsimilarities with the Mamluk sultanate, it is tempting to define the
military society of Ottoman Egypt as a continuation or revival of the sultanate. In
fact, the historiography of Ottoman Egypt before the 19th century has typically
defined the military regime as precisely that; it is quite common in the field today
to describe Ottoman Egypt's military society as Mamluk or neo-Mamluk.3
This is not to imply, however, that historians do not acknowledge key administrative innovations under the Ottomans. The Ottomans rejected the Mamluk system
of cavalry-supporting assignments of usufruct, or iqtdas, which itself resembled the

timar system in force in the Ottoman Empire's central lands at the time of the conquest of Egypt. Instead, the Ottomans installed a regime of tax collectors known as
amins, who were appointed from Istanbul and delivered the revenues they collected directly to the governor's treasury. During the 17th century, the system of
amins gradually gave way to tax farms, or iltizams, which were sold at auction to
the highest bidders.4The tax farmers were predominantly military grandees, many
of whom were manumitted mamluks. There is no question, however, that these
mamluk tax farmers served different administrativefunctions from the amirs of the
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40 Jane Hathaway
Mamluk sultanate. Moreover, their ranks had been joined by large numbers of nonmamluk military personnel: free-born Anatolian mercenaries; Ottoman soldiers
recruited through the devfirme, the classical Ottoman system of collecting nonMuslim boys from conquered territories; Kurdish, Turcoman, and Bedouin tribal
levies; and various sorts of enterprising locals. Yet the method of recruitmentand
training, these historians hold, survived from the Mamluk sultanate; slaves and
mercenaries alike were recruited into and trained within households inspired by the
households of the sultanate. Thus, not only are individual households termed Mamluk households; Mamluk households are regarded as a fundamental characteristic
of Ottoman Egypt's military establishment as a whole.
A reassessment of this terminology and the assumptions that underlie it can, I believe, bring to light an approach to Ottoman Egypt's military society that more
faithfully reflects its complexity. Such a reassessment must center on the problematic concept of the reappearanceof the Mamluk household in OttomanEgypt. There
were certainly households in Ottoman Egypt, but we cannot prove that they took
their inspiration directly or entirely from comparable structuresin the Mamluk sultanate. However, households were a key feature of Ottoman society at large in the
years following the reign of Sultan Stileyman I (1520-66). The prototype of the
Ottoman elite household was, naturally, the household of the sultan himself, which
reached its full development during Stileyman's reign.5 The imperial household
headquarteredat Topkapi Palace in Istanbul combined the trappings of the elite domestic household-kitchens, gardens, privy chambers, women's quarters guarded
by eunuchs-with the attributes of a military household-training schools for palace pages and guards, and, of course, the pages and the various detachments of valets and bodyguards themselves. Many of these detachments of household soldiery,
such as the Baltacis (axemen) and Bostancis (gardeners), themselves played dual
domestic and military roles.6
Although it was unquestionably the preeminent household in Istanbul and in the
empire at large, the imperial household faced rivalry, or at least a diffusion of its
own power, on both fronts from lesser households. Competition came from the
households of viziers and provincial governors, many of whom had begun their own
careers in the imperial palace,7and from groups of soldiers that coalesced in the barracks of the imperial Janissaries in the capital. The formation of gangs within the
Janissary barracks complicated the tradition by which the Janissaries of Istanbul
were considered an extension of the sultan's household. Household, and specifically
kitchen, terminology defined the Janissaries' ranks and functions: the corps was
known as an ocak (hearth), as was the case in Egypt, and forbaci and aCiba~i
(soup-maker and head cook, respectively) were officer ranks. The Janissaries signaled a rebellion by overturningtheir soup kettles, indicating that they rejected the
sultan's food and, thus, their place in his household.8Particularlyafter the 16th century, when imperial power became dispersed among an ever-widening network of
interest groups in the palace and capital, this tension among competing loci of
power increased.
The same sort of tension existed in the Ottoman provinces, where the governors'
households imitated the sultan's palace on a smaller scale. But any governor's
household was itself likely to face competition from the households of local elites.
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Egypt's local elite consisted primarily of officers of the seven Ottoman regiments
stationed in the province9 and the group of grandees known as beys, who held subprovincial governorships and such posts as pilgrimage commander and treasurer.
Localized Ottoman officials, such as longtime administratorsor exiled palace eunuchs, could also join this elite. A grandee typically built up an entourage of slaves,
domestic servants, bodyguards, and assorted clients who collected at his place of
residence. He might provide for the mamluks and mercenaries among his clients by
placing them on the regimental payrolls, an increasingly frequent practice after the
16th century. The governor's entourage, naturally, coalesced in Cairo's citadel, and
the entourages of beys and officers typically gathered in the palatial houses that
many of them owned in various neighborhoods of the city. Elite residences tended
to concentrate in certain areas of the city; in the course of the 17th and 18th centuries, the hub of elite residence shifted from Birkat al-Fil in southern Cairo to Birkat al-Azbakiyya in the western part of the city.10Chronicles of the period typically
refer to such a residence-based conglomerate as bayt." Such a structure is what
most historians have in mind when they speak of the Mamluk household, taking
into account that not all the members of the grandee's entourage need be slaves.
Yet groups of clients could also form within the barracks where the Ottoman
troops were garrisoned, much as they did in the Janissary barracks in Istanbul. In
this process, an officer cultivated clients among the soldiery in the subdivision of
the corps that he led. Histories of Ottoman Egypt give ample evidence of such
groups, typically led by lower officers who did not have the money or status to build
lavish houses outside the barracks.The 17th and 18th centuries saw the rise of two
particularly aggressive Janissary bosses, Kiiuiik Mehmed and Ifranj Ahmed. Both
held the rank of bavodabasi, or chief barracks (oda) commander, the smallest subdivision of the Janissary corps.12 The hierarchical structureand routine of barracks
life no doubt facilitated their attempts to attract clients among those under their
command. Such followings within a regiment are usually called taraf, td'ifa, or
jama'a in the chronicles, although these terms can denote a number of other sorts
of social and military groups as well.13They do not easily fit the rubric of the Mamluk household. Yet the chronicles suggest that such gangs were contiguous with
residence-based households, for once a regimental officer had attained a high
enough rank and income-typically those of favu'4-he would normally leave the
barracksand purchase, confiscate, or build a house in one of Cairo's neighborhoods.
Here, he would build up a domestic-cum-military household of his own on the foundation of the followers he had cultivated in the barracks.15
In all, then, three types of household coexisted on the local scene: (1) the households of the governor and other Ottomanofficials and former officials, (2) the households of local grandees, and (3) groups within the barracks. These were all,
however, interconnected: Ottoman functionaries who formed households on the
spot became local grandees, as did barracks strongmen who left the barracks and
formed sophisticated households. In the latter case, the household could serve as an
instrument of social mobility within the military cadre, or at the least as an affirmation of having attained an influential status. In the former case, it served as a
meeting ground for imperial and local interests by providing an opportunityfor imperial functionaries to exercise local influence and to co-opt local luminaries.
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Thus it appears that the term "Mamluk household" confuses the reality of Ottoman Egypt's military society because it excludes the barracks groups and ignores
precedents for and parallels to the Egyptian household in other parts of the Ottoman
Empire. Moreover, the chroniclers of and the participantsin this society did not, to
judge from their own writings, employ this term themselves. In the chronicles of the
17th and 18th centuries, a mamluk denotes simply a military slave. Furthermore,
the word mamluk and the various terms for "household," such as bayt, taraf, and
tdaifa, are never combined. The terminology that these sources do employ seems instead to acknowledge that a household commonly contained non-mamluks in addition to mamluks. The historian CAbdal-Rahman al-Jabarti,whose lengthy chronicle
cAjdDibal-dthdrfi al-tardjim wa al-akhbir is probably the most widely cited source
on Ottoman Egyptian society, frequently uses the phrase atbdc wa mamalik (followers and mamluks) to refer to a grandee's entourage.16Arguing from al-Jabarti's
usage, some historians have asserted that the singular of atbdc, tabi', must designate
a non-mamluk or, on the other hand, that it is simply a synonym for mamluk.'7 I
would argue that the term has no bearing on slave status but denotes a follower who
may or may not be a mamluk. This meaning is implicit in the manner in which alJabartiuses tadbi. He describes the lineage of the famous late 18th-centurygrandee
'Ali Bey al-Kabir, who rebelled against the Ottoman sultan in 1768, in the following
terms: al-amir al-kabir 4AliBak. . . wa huwa mamlukIbrahim Katkhuddtabic Sulaymdn Jdwish tabic Mustafa Katkhudd (the great amir CAliBey, and he was the
mamlukof IbrahimKahya, [who was] the tabic of Siileyman Cavus, [who was] the
tdbi' of Mustafa Kahya).18The historical record leaves no doubt that 'Ali Bey was
the mamluk of Ibrahim Kahya al-Qazdagli; however, the status of Ibrahim Kahya
and his patron Stileyman (~avu? is far less clear. A number of Ottoman Turkish
sources use the word "Kazdaglh"to refer to Ibrahim and earlier Qazdagli leaders.19
"Kazdagli" is the Turkish nisba, or adjectival form, of the Kazdag, or Mount Ida,
in western Anatolia. Normally, Ottoman Turkish sources would use this term only
when referring to a native of the Kazdag region, who would probably be a free-born
Muslim. In addition, military salary registers of the period give the impression that
a majority of the household's membership during the early 18th century was Anatolian.20Nonetheless, Andre Raymond has found evidence in Cairo's religious court
registers that Ibrahim and his immediate predecessors as head of the Qazdagli
household were mamluks.2' It seems likely in any case that al-Jabarti cautiously
uses tdbic when he is not certain whether or not a particularhousehold member is
a mamluk. The term is used in similar fashion in Arabic and Turkish chronicles of
the early 18th century.22
Notwithstanding, tdbic was not simply a term of convenience for military figures
who may or may not have been mamluks. Rather, the term seems to lie at the heart
of the configuration of military society in Ottoman Egypt. Nowhere is this more apparent than in a type of document that was critical to the operations of Egypt's soldiery, namely, the salary registers that the Ottoman administration drew up at the
time of military campaigns. This type of register is known in Ottoman Turkish as
mevacib defteri (register of salaries) or esdmi defteri (register of names) and consists of lists of soldiers from all seven of the Egyptian regiments, with their salaries.
An entry in such a register might contain nothing more than the soldier's name and
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salary; however, several more pieces of information were not infrequently added:
the name of the soldier's father and/or his patron, his place of origin, perhaps even
his craft.23In these registers, no specific indication of slave or free-born status occurs; the word mamluk is absent, as is the Turkish word kul or any other term for
a slave. However, the word tabi' is applied both to soldiers whose slave status is
apparentfrom the fact that they are labeled ibn CAbdullahand to those whose fathers
are specified. The Ottoman administrators,it appears, identified these soldiers not
by their slave status but by the persons whom they followed.
Clearly, the sort of follower designated by tabic is a military client who is engaged in a patron-client relationship, or intisab, with a senior personage. The patrons who appear in the pay lists and in the chronicles comprise a broad range of
higher and lower officers, beys, imperial officials, bureaucrats,descendants of the
Prophet (ashrdf), and others. Tabic must have applied to a variety of intisab arrangements. Nonetheless, military clientage of this type appearsto have been somewhat more intense than the sort of intisdb encountered between a court poet and his
imperial patron, for example, or among commercial partners.Clients identified with
their patron to the extent of adopting his sobriquet (laqab) and bearing his grudges
into succeeding generations. Thus, it is safe to say that while a tabic was certainly
a client, he was not merely a client.
Additional light may be shed on the implications of tabic for military clientage by
the more customary use of the term in both Turkish and Arabic sources. It is typically a geographical term used to identify the parts or dependencies of a certain region. An imperial order, or miihimme,of 1733, for example, refers to the village of
Bilifya in the Upper Egyptian subprovinceof al-Bahnasaas vilayet-i Bahnasaviye'ye
tbi. .. . karye-i Bilifya.24This would translateliterally to "the village of Bilifya following the subprovince of al-Bahnasa." The implication is that Bilifya is a dependency of al-Bahnasa and, as such, belongs to a group of villages included in alBahnasa. We might by analogy take tabi' in the context of military clientage to mean
a soldier who is a dependent of an officer, bey, or official and who belongs to the
group of soldiers whom this person patronizes. In other words, the tabi' is a member
of his patron's entourage, or household. In fact, as Rifaat Abou-el-Haj's work has
shown, the word does not belong to mamluk terminology at all but simply denotes
any member of any household, whether or not he or she is a slave.25In stressing
household membership, furthermore, tabi' differs from the Turkish term qirak,
which denotes a protege who is promoted to a higher office by a patronwithout necessarily belonging to that patron's household.26 In general, the reliance of both
official documents and local chroniclers on tabic as a generic term for members of
the entourages or grandees, regardless of slave status, gives the impression that
household membership overshadowed slave status in defining a person's position in
Egyptian military society by the late 17th century.
I believe that the concept of the household, allowing for a wide range of variation,
from relatively informal barracks coalitions to highly articulated residence-based
conglomerates, provides a more flexible and representativeframeworkwithin which
to place Ottoman Egypt's military society than the conventional notion of a neoMamluk military regime. Focusing on the household as a unit of social organization
in its own right, rather than as an inherently Mamluk phenomenon, also allows us
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to accommodate the decidedly disparate elements who participated in household
building: officers and beys, Caucasian slaves and free-born Anatolian Muslims,
merchants and artisans, ulema and ashrdf. Emphasizing the household also enables
us to link Egypt to the pattern followed by the Ottoman Empire as a whole during
the period after the death of Siileyman I. A hallmark of the diffusion of imperial
power was the efflorescence of households removed from the political center: those
of provincial governors and of high palace officials. Such households were the
prototypes for the households of local notables (a'yan) that came to dominate provincial society during the 18th and 19th centuries.27Egypt's prospective acyan consisted in part of military grandees. These grandees had numerous examples of the
residence-based elite household before them in the households of the high Ottoman
functionaries dispatched to administer the province. Foremost, of course, was the
Ottoman governor's household, but a number of other imperial figures established
households, as well: for example, the chief judge (qddl Caskar);the head of the descendants of the Prophet (naqlb al-ashraf);28 and above all, the exiled Chief Black
Eunuchs of the imperial harem.29The habit of patronage through the household created common ground between imperial officials, both on the spot and in Istanbul,
and local grandees. Ambitious local figures sought favor with the imperial center by
joining the households of imperial functionaries in Cairo; imperial figures in turn
injected their clients into the households of local grandees; local grandees even
channeled members of their households into elite households in Istanbul. In this respect, the household served as a nexus between center and province.
THE HOUSEHOLD
EGYPT'S

AND THE EVOLUTION

MILITARY

OF

SOCIETY

Acknowledging the household as the fundamental component of Egypt's military
society allows us to reappraise that society during the critical period in the mid- to
late 18th century when its Mamluk characterwas supposedly consolidated. During
these years, Egypt fell under the sway of a group of beys of predominantly Georgian mamluk origin. It is easy to see in this upper echelon of Caucasian beys a
throwback to the Circassian regime of the late Mamluk sultanate and to interpret
this perceived Mamluk resurgence as the culmination of the evolution of Egypt's
military society. However, this beylicate stemmed from the unprecedented practice, beginning in the late 1720s, of regimental officers promoting their clients to
the rank of bey.30Foremost among these officers was Ibrahim Kahya al-Qazdaglh,
the kahya of the Janissary corps,3' who exercised de facto control over Egypt from
1748 to 1754. He established a Qazdagll hegemony in Egypt; most of the Georgian
beys of the late 18th century belonged to the Qazdagli household.
The ethnic origin of Ibrahim Kahya himself and whether he was a mamluk are
unclear. If his immediate predecessors were indeed mamluks, as suggested earlier,
then he is likely to have been a mamluk as well. Certainly, most of his known followers were mamluks. This does not mean, however, that the Qazdagll leadership
sought to create a purely mamluk household for its own sake. If we examine the clients whom Ibrahim Kahya raised to the beylicate during his lifetime, as well as
those who were promotedjust after their patron's death, we find an arrayof defec-
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tors and hand-me-downs from other households. CAliBey al-Qird, later known as
al-Ghazzawi, and his brothers had been mamluks of the Chief Black Eunuch in
Istanbul, and Hiiseyin Bey al-Sabunji had served as treasurer(khaznaddr) to Mehmed Qorbacl al-Sabunji of the CAzebancorps. Hamza Bey Abaza, meanwhile, defected to Ibrahim Kahya's household from the household of Mehmed Bey Abaza.
Most of these beys were Georgian or Abkhazian; however, they were acquired not
solely because of their ethnicity but to ensure to Ibrahim Kahya and his heirs control of the pilgrimage route to Mecca and Medina and of the tax farms of the grainrich districts of Upper Eygpt. All these beys, like others of Ibrahim'sclients, served
at various times as protectors of the pilgrimage caravan and as governors of grainproducing villages and subprovinces.32
The acquisition of mamluks was for the Qazdaglhsand other ambitious grandees
of the 18th century not so much a program of ethnic consolidation or the implementation of a slave ethos as it was a strategy for expeditious household building.
For those with the requisite rank and income, mamluks were by the mid-18th century a means toward a strong, self-sustaining household. Indeed, Georgian mamluks
represent not a throwback to the practices of the Mamluk sultanate but a practical
new trend in the Ottoman provinces during the 18th century. The disintegration in
1722 of the rival Safavid Empire in Iran, which had employed Georgian mamluks
on a large scale, freed up a source of eastern Georgian slaves for the Safavids' Ottoman neighbors. (Western Georgia had been an Ottoman sphere of influence and an
important source of slaves since the late 15th century.) In 1724, furthermore,the
Ottoman Empire and Russia signed a treaty giving the Ottomans suzerainty over all
of Georgia, which they retained until 1735.33The autonomous governors of Ottoman Baghdad took aggressive advantage of this new supply of manpower to cultivate an entourage of Georgian mamluks,34and one is inclined to believe that Egypt
was inspired by the Baghdadi example. Egypt's military leaders were regularly exposed to the Baghdadi Georgians because Egyptian contingents to the Iranianbattlefront typically mustered in Baghdad; the governor of Baghdad was often chief field
commander of these expeditions.35There is even tenuous evidence that Georgian
mamluks could migrate from Baghdad to Cairo and back again. Al-Jabartirecounts
how the followers of Ridvan Kahya al-Jalfi, on being defeated and driven out of
Cairo following the death of Ibrahim Kahya al-Qazdagh, settled (istawtana) in
Baghdad. One would suspect that they chose this highly unusual exile because they
were also Georgians; they may even have come to Cairo from Baghdad.36
HISTORIOGRAPHICAL

IMPLICATIONS

OF THE HOUSEHOLD

The concept of the household broadens the scope for comparison of the evolution of
Egypt's military society with that of military societies in other provinces of the Ottoman Empire. As its grandees built up large concentrations of Georgian mamluks,
Egypt's military establishment began to lose the characterof a mixed society whose
households consisted of free-born Muslims of largely Anatolian origin and mamluks
of predominantly Caucasian origin. It now more closely approximatedthe sort of
mamluk society that OttomanBaghdadhad cultivated. The extent to which the Baghdadi version of the Georgian mamluk society resembled its Egyptian counterpart,as
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well as the extent to which Georgian mamluks were being employed in other Ottoman provinces and in the capital, merits further investigation. Generally speaking,
both the structuresand the methods of recruitmentthat Egypt employed bear comparison to those prevailing in a number of the Ottoman Empire's other Arab provinces, including Baghdad, the province of Damascus (Sham), Tunisia, and Algeria.
Baghdad and Algeria make particularly interesting comparisons because they represent the two extremes between which Egypt operated:a military elite composed entirely of Georgian mamluks and one composed entirely of Anatolian Janissaries.
Both, however, were quasi-autonomous frontier provinces not subject to the same
degree of central interference as Egypt. Eighteenth-centuryTunisia and Damascus
present mixed military societies arguably closer to that of Egypt.37
Acknowledging that building a viable household, rather than striving for mamluk exclusivity, was the chief motive driving Egypt's grandees in turn provides an
opportunityto address considerations of household building that are arguably more
fundamental than the acquisition of mamluks. No household could survive without
a relatively stable source of revenue, for example. Historians have noted that beys
typically drew the bulk of their revenues from rural tax farms, whereas regimental
officers relied on urban tax farms, such as that of the customs, until the early 18th
century, when officers began to encroach on rural tax farms. Yet the household
economic strategies that lay behind these choices have not been considered. The
evolution of the Qazdagli household, which dominated Egypt for much of the 18th
century, becomes more comprehensible if these strategies are taken into account.
The Qazdaghs amassed part of their wealth from the trade in coffee from the Yemeni port of Mocha through the Holy Cities to Egypt. Until the mid-18th century,
Qazdagli household leadership and alliances seem to have depended to a degree on
the control of revenues from and the formation of partnerships in this trade. The
joint leaders Ibrahim Kahya al-Qazdagh and Ridvan Kahya al-Jalfi, for a notable
example, undertook a commercial partnership whereby Ibrahim kept two-thirds
and Ridvan one-third of all profits accruing from trade and "extortion" (bals). Following Ibrahim's death in 1754, Ridvan's downfall was signaled when Ibrahim's
successors refused to enter a similar partnership with him.38Moreover, the tendency of Ibrahim Kahya and other prominent officers of his generation to promote
their clients to the beylicate toward the middle of the 18th century coincides with,
and may have been affected by, an influx of cheap coffee from French possessions
in the Caribbean and a consequent drop in the price of Mochan coffee.39
Similarly, the household supplies the context for basic features of elite life that
have not received close scrutiny, notably elite marriages and elite residences. Marriages that linked two households or that absorbed otherwise rootless clients were
a key strategy of any household head, for they not only increased the household's
membershipbut also forged political alliances and gave the household access to new
sources of wealth. It was primarily through marriage,furthermore,that a household
head's wives, concubines, and daughters exercised influence and contributed to the
household's fortunes.40
Perhaps the most visible feature of a household was the house or other building
that served it as a place of assembly and a bastion of political power. High-ranking
regimental officers, beys, and Ottoman officials typically established their entou-
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rages, including wives and concubines, in palatial residences. Often, the houses of
allied grandees clustered in particular elite neighborhoods; by the mid-18th century, for example, the southern shore of the pond known as Birkat al-Azbakiyya in
western Cairo was dominated by the houses of the Qazdaglls and their allies.41By
the late 18th century, the houses of the leading Qazdagll grandees had displaced
the governor's council, or diwan, in the citadel as loci of political power.42In time
of political turmoil, however, the house could serve as a fortress where the household head could face down or hide from his enemies, or stash his wealth should he
have to flee.43
Far more difficult to define are the smaller, less wealthy households of lower
officers or officials that coalesced in the barracks of Cairo's citadel or perhaps in
modest homes. One can speculate that they were somewhat more loosely organized
than the great houses because many soldiers had shops and even homes in or near
Cairo's bazaars44and would therefore not tend to group regularly in a central location unless mustered for a military expedition or to receive their salaries. Most
likely the headquartersof such a household was the barracksroom, or oda, where
the barracks commander acted as boss of his subordinates. By the 18th century,
barracks commanders, or odabapis, were the most numerous household heads
among the Janissaries and CAzeban.45Women could have participated in these
households only tangentially, for although some officers housed their wives in
Cairo's citadel,46the main arenas of most wives' and daughters'activity would have
been the houses of their respective husbands and fathers.
The bases of households in common property, commercial partnerships, and
marriage alliances have remained virtually unexplored with reference to Ottoman
Egypt.47Yet such considerations were fundamental to household formation; they
provide a critical key to our understandingof household building strategies and of
household self-definition. These issues can be addressed through creative exploitation of the narrative and archival sources that historians of Ottoman Egypt already
use. Military salary registers of the sort cited earlier can shed some light on the
composition of both large and modest households, although their evidence is relatively sketchy, and much must be read into them. The statistical evidence that they
offer, however, finds a ready complement in the contents of the deeds of pious
endowments (waqfiyyas) and inheritance registers of various regimental officers.
Such registers typically list the members of these officers' entourages, including
their slaves, clients, agents, and heirs, and thus provide clear evidence of household composition.48
A more elusive household feature that cannot be easily addressedthrougharchival
sources is what one might call the folkways of military households, particularly
groups of soldiers headquarteredin barracks. Indications of Ottoman Egypt's barracks culture are most likely to be found in narrativesources emanatingfrom the barracks themselves. The best known and most accessible of these is the so-called
Damurdashigroup of chronicles, five early-18th-centurychronicles written in a form
of colloquial Arabic. The authors of these chronicles are all connected to officers of
the 'Azeban corps, which by the 18th century was second in size, wealth, and influence only to the Janissaries. Their works provide some inkling of the culture of the
'Azeban corps as a whole.49No similar body of chronicles survives from the Janissary
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corps, despite its immense social importance in Ottoman Egypt. Nonetheless, scattered manuscripts,generally in Ottoman Turkish, exist. In an intriguing anonymous
narrative now in the Bibliotheque nationale, a Janissary recounts to his barracksmates in Cairo his exploits as a captive in France following the abortive 1683 Ottoman seige of Vienna. The narrator'sdetails of Versailles and Louis XIV's weaponry
and military deployment attest to a little-suspected worldliness and a keen technological curiosity among the Janissaries. More generally, the text reflects the officer
hierarchy within the Janissary corps and gives some idea of barracksroutine.50
The very fact that a narrativetradition existed within the military regiments suggests that oral and perhaps written literary production and, no doubt, other arts
were cultivated in that setting, and that therefore the barrackswere not simply rude
bunkhouses crowded with coarse soldiers. On the contrary, this tradition gives
Egypt's soldiery a voice and puts the officer class, at least, in a position to write its
own history. The language of these regimental narratives also has implications for
the place in Egyptian society of the various military corps. The Damurdashichronicles are composed in an Arabic that, although colloquial, is heavily peppered with
Turkish military and administrative terms; the Janissary narrative, in contrast, is
composed entirely in Ottoman Turkish. This linguistic difference could indicate
that the CAzebanwere more thoroughly assimilated to Cairene society than the Janissaries. Alternatively, it could mean the regiments in general had become more
thoroughly assimilated by the early decades of the 18th century, when the Damurdashi chronicles were composed, than they had been at the time of the Vienna debacle of 1683.51Because such chronicles reflect the milieu within which they were
produced, they allow the historian to move beyond mere names and numbers to
achieve some idea of the role of the military household in instilling an identifiable
military culture.
In general, broadening the pool of sources from which historians draw can yield
a more inclusive, and therefore more faithful, reconstruction of Ottoman Egypt's
military households. Critical to this effort are sources that are produced within the
households themselves, or as a direct result of the households' activities: chronicles
of the regiments, salary registers, waqfiyyas, and inheritance registers. Although
such sources can amplify our impressions of the large, highly visible households
represented in more conventional narrativesources and in archival sources emanating from the imperial center, they are essential for an appreciation of the barracks
conglomerates that, although easily overlooked by mainstream institutional history, were critical to the evolution of Egypt's military society. These lesser households were the building blocks of that society; in such barracks contingents the
Qazdagli group, which controlled Egypt from the rise of Ibrahim Kahya until after
the French invasion of 1798, had its beginnings.
But a larger pool of sources can elucidate the household's role only if the historian adopts a more inclusive definition of the military household that does not adhere strictly to the model of the Mamluk sultanate but assesses the military
entourage as an instrument of cultural assimilation and social mobility. By addressing these functions in a wide range of households, from loose barracks gangs
to residential conglomerates, we can transcend the limitations and assumptions of
Mamluk terminology and achieve a more nuanced view of the military society that
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is ordinarily labeled Mamluk. At the same time, we can restore Egypt's military society to its Ottoman context by recasting it as a regional variation on a householdbased elite culture that existed throughout the Ottoman Empire and that integrated
the imperial center with its provinces.
Within an even broader context, the household is an attractive historiographical
tool because it has a much wider application than does the Mamluk institution. Not
only does it allow us to integrate Egyptian historiography into the broad range of
central and provincial Ottoman historiography; it has farther-reaching implications, as well. As a structurefor the maintenance and assimilation of a wide variety
of recruits, the Egyptian military household bears comparison to similar structures
in a variety of societies and periods: to lineage factions in medieval Florence, to
officer-led gangs within the former Soviet army, even to Mafia families.52 Such
comparisons can sharpen our appreciation of the household as the milieu within
which members of Egypt's military establishment carried out their daily operations, and as the framework that shaped their self-perception. Once we admit that
we are not dealing with a phenomenon in all respects unique to Egypt, we can use
the fruits of historiographical ventures in other fields to gain new insights into how
Egypt's households, and by extension Ottoman Egyptian society in general, may
really have functioned.
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